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This article deals with the problem of optimizing composition and structure of the ignition zone of the fast reactor

operating in the self-sustaining mode of nuclear burning wave with the purpose of its smooth start-up and reducing

fissile material amount in initial assembly. The cylindrical homogeneous reactor with the ignition zone placed in the

center or near the cylinder end is considered. The analysis has been performed basing on solving the non-stationary

neutron diffusion equation together with the fuel burn-up equations and the equations of nuclear kinetics for precursor

nuclei of delayed neutrons, with using the radial buckling approximation. An optimized structure of the ignition zone

has been proposed, which ensures a smooth transition of the reactor to the self-sustaining nuclear burning wave mode,

avoiding an excessive energy release, which is observed when using a simplified scheme of ignition zone. Comparison

of the startup variants with the ignition zone at the cylinder end and at its center shows the benefits of the second

one.

PACS: 28.41.Bm,44.05.+e,47.11.-j

1. INTRODUCTION

The prospective nuclear burning wave (NBW) reac-
tor can work automatically in the critical state with-
out external control, which makes it attractive as
a concept for the future generation reactors. This
feature is caused by the specific negative feedback
mechanism inherent in the fast reactor (FR) of this
type, which provides its ”intrinsic safety”. Another
important feature of this FR is possibility to use
natural or even depleted uranium and thorium as
a fuel. L. P. Feoktistov was the first who considered
this problem within a simple model in his works [1,2],
where he obtained feasibility criterion for this NBW
mode. Further research of this concept was devel-
oped by Yu.Goldin [3], VanDam [4], E.Teller [5],
H. Sekimoto [6] and other.

Different properties of the NBW mode were stud-
ied in previous publications of the authors [7-12]. The
performed numerical calculations showed feasibility
of such FR with metal fuel of the U-Pu and mixed
Th-U-Pu cycles with quite realistic isotope compo-
sitions of the reactor under some conditions anal-
ogous to those pointed in [1,2]. The previous re-
search allowed us to develop a mathematical model
describing non-stationary processes during starting
the NBW in the initial assembly of the cylindrical
FR with homogeneous zones and its propagation in
the axial direction. The model is based on the deter-

ministic approach with numerically solving the non-
stationary diffusion equation of neutron transport in
the FR medium along with the fuel-component burn-
up equations as well as the equations of nuclear kinet-
ics for the precursors of delayed neutrons with using
effective multi-group nuclear cross sections and con-
stants.

A case of simplified scheme of the FR startup was
used in the works [7-12], where the NBW propagation
in the breeding zone filled with fertile isotopes is ini-
tiated by an external neutron flux, which irradiates
the end face of the cylindrical FR, where an ignition
zone, i.e. the initial active zone with fuel enriched
with plutonium, is placed. It is worth mentioning
that in the works [7-10], the ignition zone had a uni-
form distribution of components. In this scheme, a
substantial disadvantage is an excessive rise in the
energy release in the ignition zone during the NBW
reactor startup in comparison with steady state mode
of the NBW propagation. This is due to lack of fission
products at the initial stage of the reactor operation.
In fact, the accumulation of a large number of fission
products that only absorb neutrons and reduce the
rate of chain reactions, is a stabilizing factor at the
stage of the steady-state NRW regime. This caused
a problem of searching for possibilities of initiating
the NBW mode in the FR with acceptable values of
the energy release density and total power produc-
tion without an extreme increase of the neutron flux
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in the ignition zone. Further study of the FR with the
NBW mode proved the suppression of initial power
growth to be possible, which can be done by using
the ignition zone with a special structure [6,11,12].

In the scenario considered in the present paper,
the NBW reactor operation is initiated by the igni-
tion zone placed in the center of FR. It is very de-
sirable to be able to start the self-sustaining chain
reaction in the ignition zone by a low intensity neu-
tron source, which could be easily implemented in
practice. Along with this, there remains the problem
of preventing excessive rise in the neutron flux and
energy release and removing other considerable vari-
ations in the FR power during the startup of NBW
mode.

Possibilities of optimizing the NBW initiation in
the FR with metal Th-U-Pu fuel will be discussed
below in this paper. In the considered scenario of the
FR start-up we use the initial active zone (ignition
zone) placed in the center of the reactor, which initi-
ates the NBW propagation along the axis of cylindri-
cal reactor in two directions from this ignition zone.
The initial FR parameters will be chosen to have an
optimized ignition zone which would provide satisfac-
tory values of parameters of the FR operation.

2.CALCULATION MODEL

The model discussed in this paper is for the NBW
reactor that has cylindrical form and uses the metal

Th-U-Pu fuel. The structure of this reactor is shown
in Fig. 1. The NBW is propagating in the reactor
along the cylinder axis (the axial direction Oz). Un-
like our previous works, the FR considered in the
present paper is symmetrical relative to the central
plane (Z = 0) and is composed of three zones of two
kinds. On the left and right sides of the cylinder,
there are two identical homogenous breeding zones,
which occupy most of the reactor core volume and
are filled with the fertile fuel materials 238U +232 Th.
The initial active ignition zone is placed at the cen-
ter of the reactor and is filled with the fertile fuel
238U +232 Th enriched with plutonium with the com-
mon isotope composition: 239Pu : 240Pu : 241Pu :
242Pu = 0.70 : 0.22 : 0.05 : 0.03 (e. g. [13]). The
computer simulation was performed with taking into
account the constructional material Fe and coolant
(eutectic Pb-Bi alloy) in the ignition and breeding
zones, with using realistic values of volume frac-
tions for these materials. The initial active zone is
schematically shown as the homogenous cylinder sec-
tion in Fig.1 where −Lig < z < Lig corresponds to
the simple ignition zone with constant isotope dis-
tributions, which creates extreme power rise at the
beginning of the reactor operation. The optimized
igniter structure considered in this paper has a more
complex structure, which will be described further.

Fig.1. Initial critical assembly for the cylindrical FR with Th-U-Pu fuel cycle and the active ignition zone
placed at the reactor center

The configuration of the FR is chosen to be nearly
critical by solving the reactor criticality problem that
determines size of the FR zones and the initial com-
position variants.

In the previous numerical simulations, the NBW
was initiated by irradiating the ignition zone placed
at one of the reactor ends by an external neutron flux
jex in the ignition zone. The source is placed in a cer-
tain cylinder section in the area with the largest en-
richment, which in the case of the optimized structure
will be near the boundary with the breeding zone,
z = ±Lig.

The space-temporal NBW evolution in the FR
has been simulated basing on the diffusion approach
by solving the set of differential equations in par-
tial derivatives, which consists of: the non-stationary
diffusion equation of neutron transport, the fuel-
component burn-up equations and the equations of
nuclear kinetics of delayed neutron precursors. Ra-
dial zones with different isotope composition are not
considered on the present stage. The influence of the
radial neutron leakage is taken into account in the
radial buckling approximation, which corresponds to
the separation of variables. As a result, the radial
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neutron-flux distribution is described by the zero-
order Bessel function Φg ∼ J0 (Brr), where Br is the
buckling coefficient [13]. This method is approximate
for the NBW evolution simulation, because it neglects
the radial non-uniformity of the fuel burn-up. In the
case of the FR criticality problem for the initial as-
sembly this method works exactly. The calculations
performed in [9] for the exact two-dimensional cylin-
drical model of FR are in a good qualitative agree-
ment with the analogous calculations in the buck-
ling approximation, only small quantitative differ-
ences existing in characteristics of NBW (the critical
FR radius, reactor’s power and the velocity of NBW
propagation).

The non-stationary problem of simulation of the
NBW mode in the considered model is solved in the
effective multi-group approach, which was developed
by the authors in [8,10,11]. In this approach, the neu-
tron flux evolution is described by the non-stationary
effective one-group diffusion equation, which with
taking into account delayed neutrons and using the
radial buckling approximation, can be written as:
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Here Φ(z, t) is the scalar neutron flux, Σα(z, t) =∑
j σ

j
α(z, t)Nj(z, t) are the macroscopic nuclear re-

actions cross-sections of the α type (α = a, f cor-
responds to the absorption and fission reactions),
σj
α(z, t) are the effective one-group microscopic cross-

sections of the j-th nuclide (in the effective multi-
group approach they are dependent on the z co-
ordinate and time t due to averaging them over
the local neutron spectrum performed at each time
layer); Nj(z, t) is the jth nuclide concentration at
the point z; D = 1/(3Σtr) and v are the one-
group diffusion coefficient and the neutron veloc-
ity, Σtr is the macroscopic transport cross-section;
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l are the
fractions of delayed neutrons, concentration and de-
cay constants of precursor nuclei in the i-th group
for the l-th fissile nucleus. The buckling coefficient
equals Br = 2.405/(R+ δr), where the extrapolation
length equal to δr = 20 cm, corresponds to the re-
flector economy for the case of a thick radial reflector
of heavy material (U, Pb) [13]. The function Q(z, t)
in the Eq. (1) describes the external neutron source,
which is introduced for the purpose of NBW initia-
tion in the FR.

The set of differential equations is solved tak-
ing into account the symmetry relative to the plane
z = 0, therefore only one half, with 0 ≤ z ≤ L , of
the reactor is considered. The boundary condition for
the neutron flux in Eq. (1) at z = 0 (the center of the
reactor) is defined by the symmetry condition, and
at the right boundary (z = L) we have the condition

for the free end:

∂

∂z
Φ(z, t)

∣∣∣∣
z=0

= 0, (Φ− 2V )|z=L = 0 . (2)

The first condition in Eq. (2) is different from the
previously used condition (Φ + 2V )|z=0 = 2jex for
outer boundary irradiated by the flux jex. The ini-
tial flux distribution Φ(z, 0) on the interval 0 ≤ z ≤ L
is taken in the form of a small-intensity flux for the
initial critical assembly.

3.RESULTS OF THE NBW SIMULATION

The described model of the cylindrical FR with the
fuel of Th-U-Pu cycle, operating in the NBW mode,
and the proposed numerical calculation scheme
are implemented in the original computer code
FANTENS-B developed by the authors of this pa-
per. It can be successfully used to simulate various
transitional processes that take place during the re-
actor initial start-up, as well as the forced shutdown
and restart, with a sufficient precision.

Fig.2. Initial optimized configurations of the FR
with Th-U-Pu fuel for the cylinder-end start-up
(a) and the center start-up (b). Concentrations
of isotopes N (1021 cm-3): for 238U (top dashed),
232Th (bottom dashed), their sum (top dash-dotted),
Pb-Bi (bottom dash-dotted) and 181Ta (dotted) are
divided by 8; for 239Pu (short dashes) and the
effective equilibrium (solid line) for isotopes 239Pu
and 233U

The volume fractions of the components of the
FR with metallic Th-U-Pu fuel and its geometrical
parameters have been chosen based on the previous
calculations [11,12]. The fuel fraction is Ffuel = 55%,
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the construction material fraction is FFe = 15%, the
Pb-Bi coolant fraction is Fcool = 30%, the volume
fraction of the voids in the fuel is 20%. The fuel in
the breeding zone consists of 55% of 232Th and 45%
of 238U (the relative volume fractions), which ensures
the NBW mode existence [10]. The basic geometric
sizes of FR are length of the half-section L = 500 cm
and the cylinder radius R = 173 cm (see Fig.1).

Fig.3. Initial stage of the NBW evolution. Ax-
ial distributions of the neutron flux at different
time moments. For the cylinder-end start-up (a):
t1 = 200, t2 = 1200, t3 = 2200, t4 = 3200, t5 =
4200, t6 = 16425 days. For the center start-
up (b): t1 = 400, t2 = 900, t3 = 1400, t4 =
1900, t5 = 2400, t6 = 900, t7 = 3400, t8 = 3900
and t9 = 11500 days

The initial FR compositions shown in Fig.2 have been
chosen based on the solution of the critical parame-
ter problem, so that the initial state is close to the
critical one (keff ≈ 1). The simulation of initia-
tion and propagation of NBW in the FR was per-
formed for both center and cylinder-end variants of
the start-up. The results of the simulation are shown
in Fig.3, where the evolution plots for the axial pro-
files of neutron flux for these two ignition method
types are matched for comparison.

The initial FR configuration is chosen to have
a small positive reactivity of ρ ∼ 10−3. With the
help of the 181Ta regulator the reactor is brought
to subcritical state. For the cylinder-end start-up
of FR, to bring the neutron field to the necessary
level, a rather intensive external neutron flux of

(jex ≈ 3.5 · 1012 cm−2s−1) is required. To initiate
the NBW mode in the reactor with the center start-
up, we use a bulk neutron source of a fairly small
intensity Q ≈ 5 · 102 cm−3s−1. This source was as-
sumed to be placed in the layer Lig −∆q < z < Lig,
where ∆q = 10 cm. Simultaneously with turning
the neutron source on, the tantalum regulator is
being slowly withdrawn from the active zone un-
til the neutron field approaches NBW mode. The
corresponding tantalum concentration is changed as

NTa(t) = N
(0)
Ta (T−t)/T , where N

(0)
Ta = 2.4·1020 cm−3

and T is the full withdrawal time of 181Ta regulator.
In the case of the cylinder-end start-up, the exter-
nal neutron flux turn-off time is Toff = 500 days
and T = 180 days. For FR with the center start-
up method, the bulk neutron source is turned off at
Toff = 400 days and T = 350 days.

Fig.4. Integral power PI(GW ) depending on time
t (years) (a) for the cylinder-end start-up and (b)
for the center start-up (over the half FR section
0 < z < L)

The temporal distributions of the reactor power pro-
duction of the considered section of FR (0 < z < L),
are shown in Fig.4,a,b. At the beginning of opera-
tion of the both considered variants of FR, the FR
power varies in range of ±10%, as compared with
its steady state value, and afterwards the reactors
approach the stationary NBW mode. It should be
mentioned, that the optimized ignition zone prevents
the above-mentioned high rise of power production
at the beginning (which can reach up to 20 times,
see [12]). The characteristic NBW velocity in this
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case is 5.2 cm/year with the reactor campaign dura-
tion about 70 years. For both considered reactor con-
figurations (the center and cylinder-end start-up vari-
ants) the power production for the section 0 < z < L
in the stationary NBW mode is about 2.2GW .

Starting the reactor from its center means no ax-
ial neutron leakage at z = 0, thus a less amount
of the fissile material per unit of power is required
in the ignition zone. For the cylinder-end start-up,
1.7 ton/GW of 239Pu is required in the ignition zone,
and for the center start-up of the reactor it is it is
1.5 ton/GW .

4. CONCLUSIONS

The prospective fast reactor with the Th-U-Pu
fuel cycle operating in the nuclear burning wave mode
with the initial enriched ignition zone in the center of
the reactor core with cylindrical geometry has been
considered, the NBW propagating along the cylinder
axis in both directions from the center. The study of
the processes in the reactor has been performed by
means of numerical calculations using the set of com-
puter programs developed by the authors. The model
implemented in the computer programs uses the de-
terministic approach based on solving the diffusion
neutron transport equation, fuel burn-up equations,
and kinetic equations for precursor nuclei of delayed
neutrons. The calculations have been performed in
the multi-group approach with the use of buckling
approximation.

The optimized ignition zone that prevents exces-
sive rise of the FR power at the start-up stage is
proposed. In the considered scenario the NBW mode
is initiated by bringing the neutron flux to the re-
quired level by means of low-intensity external bulk
neutron source and a tantalum absorbing regulator.
The processes occurring at the reactor start-up have
been studied in detail.

The results obtained in the work have been com-
pared to the calculations for the reactor that is
started up by an external neutron flux irradiating the
cylinder end. The comparison shows a certain reduc-
tion of the required plutonium amount per unit of
power output. The bulk neutron source required for
the FR start-up can be of by far more feasible inten-
sity than the external neutron flux for the cylinder-
end start-up. It should be mentioned, that the re-
actor with the center start-up initiates two nuclear
burning waves simultaneously, which produce twice
as much power.
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ÎÏÒÈÌÈÇÀÖÈß ÇÎÍÛ ÇÀÏÀËÀ ÏÅÐÑÏÅÊÒÈÂÍÎÃÎ ÁÛÑÒÐÎÃÎ ÐÅÀÊÒÎÐÀ,
ÐÀÁÎÒÀÞÙÅÃÎ Â ÐÅÆÈÌÅ ÂÎËÍÛ ßÄÅÐÍÎÃÎ ÃÎÐÅÍÈß

Ñ.Ï.Ôîìèí, À.È.Êèðäèí, Ì.Ñ.Ìàëîâèöà, Â.Â.Ïèëèïåíêî, Í.Ô.Øóëüãà

Èçó÷àåòñÿ âîïðîñ îïòèìèçàöèè ñîñòàâà è ñòðóêòóðû çîíû çàïàëà áûñòðîãî ðåàêòîðà, ðàáîòàþùåãî â

ñàìîïîääåðæèâàþùåìñÿ ðåæèìå âîëíû ÿäåðíîãî ãîðåíèÿ, ñ öåëüþ åãî ïëàâíîãî çàïóñêà è ýêîíîìèè

äåëÿùèõñÿ ìàòåðèàëîâ íà ýîì ýòàïå. Ðàññìàòðèâàëñÿ ãîìîãåííûé ðåàêòîð öèëèíäðè÷åñêîé ôîðìû ñ

öåíòðàëüíûì ëèáî òîðöåâûì ðàñïîëîæåíèåì çîíîé çàïàëà. Àíàëèç ïðîâîäèëñÿ íà îñíîâå ÷èñëåííîãî

ðåøåíèÿ íåñòàöèîíàðíîãî óðàâíåíèÿ äèôôóçèè íåéòðîíîâ âìåñòå ñ óðàâíåíèÿìè âûãîðàíèÿ è óðàâíå-

íèÿìè êèíåòèêè ÿäåð ïðåäøåñòâåííèêîâ çàïàçäûâàþùèõ íåéòðîíîâ. Çàäà÷à ðåøàëàñü ñ èñïîëüçîâàíè-

åì ïðèáëèæåíèÿ ãåîìåòðè÷åñêîãî ôàêòîðà áàêëèíãà. Ïðåäëîæåíà îïòèìèçèðîâàííàÿ ñòðóêòóðà çîíû

çàïàëà, îáåñïå÷èâàþùàÿ ïëàâíûé âûõîä ðåàêòîðà íà ñòàöèîíàðíûé ñàìîïîääåðæèâàþùèéñÿ ðåæèì

âîëíû ÿäåðíîãî ãîðåíèÿ, èçáåãàÿ çíà÷èòåëüíîãî ðîñòà ýíåðãîâûäåëåíèÿ, êîòîðûé íàáëþäàåòñÿ ïðè èñ-

ïîëüçîâàíèè óïðîùåííîé ñõåìû çîíû çàïàëà. Ïðîâåäåíî ñðàâíåíèå êîëè÷åñòâà äåëÿùåãîñÿ ìàòåðèàëà,

íåîáõîäèìîãî äëÿ çàïóñêà ðåàêòîðà, ïðè äâóõ âàðèàíòàõ ðàñïîëîæåíèÿ çîíû çàïàëà: òîðöåâîé è öåí-

òðàëüíîé.

ÎÏÒÈÌÈÇÀÖIß ÇÎÍÈ ÇÀÏÀËÓ ÏÅÐÑÏÅÊÒÈÂÍÎÃÎ ØÂÈÄÊÎÃÎ ÐÅÀÊÒÎÐÀ,
ßÊÈÉ ÏÐÀÖÞ� Â ÐÅÆÈÌI ÕÂÈËI ßÄÅÐÍÎÃÎ ÃÎÐIÍÍß

Ñ.Ï.Ôîìií, À.È.Êèðäèí, Ì.Ñ.Ìàëîâèöÿ, Â.Â.Ïèëèïåíêî, Ì.Ô.Øóëüãà

Âèâ÷à¹òüñÿ ïèòàííÿ îïòèìiçàöi¨ ñêëàäó òà ñòðóêòóðè çîíè çàïàëó øâèäêîãîîãî ðåàêòîðà, ïðàöþþ÷îãî

â ðåæèìi ñàìîïiäòðèìêè õâèëi ÿäåðíîãî ãîðiííÿ, ç ìåòîþ éîãî ïëàâíîãî çàïóñêó òà åêîíîìi¨ ìàòåðèàëiâ,

ÿêi äiëÿòüñÿ íà öüîìó åòàïi. Ðîçãëÿäàâñÿ ãîìîãåííèé ðåàêòîð öiëiíäðè÷íî¨ ôîðìè ç öåíòðàëüíèì àáî

òîðöåâèì ðîçìiùåííÿì çîíè çàïàëó. Àíàëiç ïðîâîäèâñÿ íà îñíîâi ÷èñëîâîãî ðiøåíèÿ íåñòàöiîíàðíîãî

ðiâíÿííÿ äèôôóçi¨ íåéòðîíiâ ðàçîì ç ðiâíÿííÿìè âèãîðàííÿ i ðiâíÿííÿìè êiíåòèêè ÿäåð ïîïåðåäíèêiâ

çàïiçíiëèõ íåéòðîíiâ. Çàäà÷à âèðiøóâàëàñü ç âèêîðèñòàííÿì íàáëèæåííÿ ãåîìåòðè÷íîãî ôàêòîðà áà-

êëiíãà. Çàïðîïîíîâàíà îïòèìiçîâàíà ñòðóêòóðà çîíè çàïàëó, ÿêà çàáåçïå÷ó¹ ïëàâíèé âèõiä ðåêòîðà íà

ñòàöiîíàðíèé ðåæèì õâèëi ÿäåðíîãî ãîðiííÿ, ÿêà ñàìî ïiäòðèìó¹òüñÿ, óíèêàþ÷è çíà÷íîãî ðîñòó åíåðãî-

âèäiëåííÿ, ÿêå ñïîñòåðiãà¹òüñÿ ïðè âèêîðèñòàííi ñïðîùåíî¨ ñõåìè çîíè çàïàëó. Ïðîâåäåíî ïîðiâíÿííÿ

êiëüêîñòi ìàòåðèàëó, ÿêèé äiëåòüñÿ, íåîáõiäíî¨ äëÿ çàïóñêó ðåàêòîðà, ïðè äâóõ âàðiàíòàõ ðîçòàøóâàí-

íÿ çîíè çàïàëó: òîðöåâî¨ òà öåíòðàëüíî¨.
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